
Simply Drawing –Reference Notes and Ideas    (2018 Mindcamp, Kaz Ogino) 

 
Hearing the music moves the line. 
Feeling the music brings out the colour. 
Seeing the music shapes the form. 
A portrait of creation at play. 

 

Reference: 
 

Supplies and acknowledgements: 
 Parchment (specialty paper) ivory and Blue, 24lb Southworh by Neenahm (from Staples) 

 Gel pen, black, 0.5 mm – Studio (12 in a package $2.50 from Dollar Store) 

 Templates from board game sheets pieces (e.g. Carcassonne) 
o Drawing temples by; Staedtler, Pickett (from; Art, Craft, Office Supplies and Dollar stores) 
o Basic mathematical instruments (geometric tool) set 
o DIY – card stock or cardboard and exacto knife 

 DIY light tables: house windows in daylight, glass tables with a lamp underneath 
 (Kaz’s light table: Artograph - Light Tracer light box 12x18, mid-sized, current price $139.99) 

 Tracing paper for background images or overlay patterns 

 Drawing surface; cardboard, old self-adhesive photo album refills, old magazines 

 Drawing warm-up #1: crunched paper drawing. 2010 inspiration from Mark Stebbins (markstebbins.ca) 

 Drawing warm-up #2: Scribble Game inspired by; 
o Drawing and Painting Imaginary Animals by Carla Sonheim (www.carlasonheim.com) 
o Follow the Line by Demi (1981) 

 
Other Ideas 

 Other Soundscapes 
Music is a sound, albeit a pretty terrific sound, it is still only one type of sound 
Try drawing: the sound of a waterfall, the wind in the trees, the spoken word – especially poetry  
(e.g. Pondercast.ca), the sound of silence 

 Adding post-drawing touches 
Photocopy a drawing and try variations on a theme 
Add stickers, collaged images, found images, old photos 
Overlay images lines; vector drawings, templates, stencils, clip art 

 Colours 

o Seasons, rainbow, moods – cool or warm 
o Tones (adding black or white), mixing with other colours, watering paints for translucence 

 Google: 

o Images: drawing music, music paintings, (e.g. artbykaz.ca/drawing-music/) 
o music paintings; Jean Miro, Paul Klee, Wassily Kandinsky, Pablo Picasso 

 Books: Notations 21 by Sauer, Theresa (780.148), Notations by John Cage (781.24) 
The Musical – Cabin Fever by Jack Whyte (www.whytesonline.com) 

 
 

Quotes: 
 “… lend your ears to music, open your eyes to painting, and … stop thinking! Just ask yourself whether the 

work has enabled you to “walk about” into a hitherto unknown world. If the answer is yes, what more do you 

want?” (Wassily Kandinsky) 

 A drawing is simply a line going for a walk. (Paul Klee) 

 At the age of 67, Jean Miró said: “The older I get and the more I master the medium, the more I return to my 
earliest experiences. I think that at the end of my life I will recover all the force of my childhood.” 

 It took me four years to paint like Rafael, but a lifetime to paint like a child. (Pablo Picasso) 

 Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. (Leonardo da Vinci) 

https://www.deserres.ca/en/artog-light-tracer-2-light-box-12x18
https://www.pablopicasso.org/three-musicians.jsp
https://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/search.jsp?N=4292795875
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/155176.Wassily_Kandinsky


 

   


